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DOSE ATTFNUATION VARIATION WITH INCIDENT GAMMA-RAY ENERGY IN
TWO-LEGGED CONCRETE AND STEEL DUCTS

Technical Report

Y-FO03-08-05-.201, DASA-11.058

by

J. M. Chapman

"ABSTRACT

-4 Garnmu-ray dose-attenuation factors were measured in concrete and steel
dur13. "or concrete, 3-foot•-square and 1 I-inch-square ducts were used with Au 8

(0,412 Mev/,. C, 137 (1.662 Mev), and Co6 0 (1.25 Me-) gamma-ray sources. For
steel, an I 1-inch-square duct was used with Cs137 and Co6 0 sources. Attenuation

•1 foato,'s for given geometries were compared as a function of incident gamma-ray
energy. The relatiye effectiveness of steel and concrete ducts of a given geometry
wa5 determined.

It waM found thtc4 the ailn,2atior. factcr decreases mo-otonlcully with increasing
-enegy in ccncretfe ducts. However, in the I "ch stcel citct the attenuation factor

Vor the high-energy -ource (Co60.was gre,•er than for the low-energy source (Cs 137).
In corr.ping the 11-inch concrete and Ii -inch steei ducts, it was found that dose

trater r. `.ie concrete duct were higher by a factor of aout 2. Measured cttenuation
factors were comrared witn values obtained using a computer code based on the albedo
concept. It was found that cniculoied attenuat;oin factors agree towithin ±30% of
the measured artenuation factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Dose rates were measured in 3-foot-square and 11-inch-square concrete ducts,
A using Au•98 (0.412 Mev), Cs 13 7 (0.662 Mev), and Co60 (1.25 Mev) gamma-ray

sources and in an 1 1-inch-square steel duct, using Cs 13 7 and Co6 0 gamma-ray sources.
These dose rates were converted to attenuation factors so that the relative shielding
effectiveness of concrete and steel ducts against gamma rays of different energies could
be determined.

The attenuation factor, Af, at some point in dt&c is defined as the ratio
between the dose rate at that point, D, and the dose rate in air at unit distance from
the source, Do, Or Af = D/Do.

Measured attenuation factors can also be compared with values calculated with
a computer program. I This program calculates attenuation factors in two-legged ducts
using the albedo concept. Results from this program were compared with measurements
performed in concrete ducts by several different experimenters. These experiments
covered a wide range of duct sizes and incident gamma-ray energies. Values of
attenuation factors calculated with the computer program were normally within ±30%
of the experimental values. The only exception was in comparison with Terrell's 2

concrete-duct studies using an Au198 source, for which calculated values were high
by a factor of 2.2,

Terrell's were the only data in which a relationship could be found between
the attenuation effectiveness of ducts and gamma-ray energy. Figure 1 was constructed
from Terrell's data and shows a peculiar behavior. Instead of the experimental atten-
uatk.Gn factors decreasing monotonically with increasing gamma-ray energy, as do the
calculated vaiues, the experimental attenuation factor for Au19 8 is less thap that for
Cs137 . This anomalous behavior is not shown by the concrete-duct measurements
discussed In this report under Results.

The anomalous behavior of the attenuation factor versus gamma-ray energy
cueve, and the need for more low-energy data for comparison with the computer
program, prompted the present experiments with the concrete ducts. The measure-
ments in the steel duct constitute this Lciboratory's first step in extending the
know ledge of duct streaming to materiais other than concrete. Albedo values for
iron were gene.rated by the Monte Carlo method, and the computer pruograms of
Referertce I were used to calculate Af for the 11-inch stee)l duct for comparison with
exper:nentoi results.
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Figure 1. Variation of dose attenuation with energy for a given
geometry in a 6-foot concrete duct.

ALBEDO VALUES FOR IRON AND CONCRETE

4"The compFJter calculations ore based on the albedo concept. The dose rate,
D, from a sLattering area, A (Figure 2), is given by

D oE,, 8,p•)Acos8 0
0 0 0___

r122

where &(E0 , 'e,1,p) = the differentia! dose albedo

A = the area of the scattering surface

D, = the dose rate at one unit length from the source

Eo = the initial energy of the gamma rays

Values for ca(Eo, , 0,9) have been calculated for various energies and entrance

and exit angles by the Monte Carlo method. Technical Operations, Incorporated 3

performed calculations for concrete using 5, 000 case histories for each energy and
entrance angle, and NCEL performed calculations for both concrete and iron using
30, 000 case histories. 4
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Figure 2. Scattering of gamma-rays from surface.

The equation developed by Chilton and Huddleston5 to express the albedo for
a given energy Is

C(Eo) K(8s) 1026 + C,(F)
( e ,o , 6 , O r = o s o 0

1+--
cos 8

where C(E ) and C'(Eo) are constants for a given energy, K(Os) is the Klein-Nishina
differential energy -scattering coefficient for the anglef s, Opirough which the rndia-
tion is scattered. Cos s is given by

cosOs = sineo sin6 cosp - cos8 0 cos6

The values of C(E ) and C•(Eo) were found by a ieast-squares fit of the Monte Carlo
data from the 30, &0 case histories and are qiyen in Table I for concrete and iron.
These values are plotted in Figure 3 for concrete and Figure 4 for iron. For computa-
tion on the computer, the curvcs of Figures .; and 4 were fitted by the equations:
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Concrete

C 0 0 0561 Eo00 "5 7 4  0.2 Eo s 4.0 Mev

C = 0. 0785 Eo 4.0 < Eo 10.0 Mev

Cu = 0.0122E 0 
6 .02 s Eo < 1.76 Mev

C-9 -0, 0795
C' = 0.00862Eo 1. 76<Eo10.0 Mev

I Iron

C = 0.590 Eo0.0586 0. 175 < Eo ! 2.0 Mev

C' = exp[-5.32 - 1.39inEo - 1.06(InE,) 2 ] 0.175 : Eo 5 0.412

C' = 0. 073 0.412 < Eo :' 4.0 Mev

The energy -absorption coefficients for iron are also necessary for use in the
computer fode. Values used are from Reference 6. These values are plotted as
relaxation lengths (RL) in Figure 5. For the computer, the points of Figure 5 were
fit by the equations:

RL = exp[-0.676 - 2.251nE - 1. 13 (inE) 2  0.1 •E 0.336 Mev

RL = 1.95 E0 2 0 5  0.336 < E < 4.0 Mev

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Dosimeter measurements were made it a 3-foot-square concrete duct
(Figures 6 and 7), an 1!-inch concrete duct (Figure 8), and an 11-inch steel duct

(Figure 9). The 3-foot concrete duct had 4-inch-thick walls and was covered with
approximately 2 feet of sand. The legs were each 15 feet long. The I 1-inch
concrete duct was made of concrete blocks and had walls from 6 to 15 inches thick.
The legs were 51 inches long. The 1 I-inch steel duct was made of ASTM standard
A7 steel, about 0. 25% carbon, 0.5% manganese, 0. 04% phosphorous., and 0. 05%
sulfur. The walls were 3 inches thick, and the legs were 50 inches long, The duct

S- -- was covered wiih at least 3 feet of sand on each side.

--- I4
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Fir-ure 6. The 3-foot duct, adjacent to the neutron -generator room,
shown without shielding.

Figure 7. The 3-foot duct shielded with sond.
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F.se&The 1' -inch duct. The scurce I's hald in the w-,oidert cup
dttc-C~hed to rhe, end :ý,f the aluminum tube.

Figure 9.The± 11 -i-,,6 steel duct, covered with approximately
3 feet of 30r6.o



The dosimeters used weere the 1-r, 100-m r, and 10-mr chambers; from a
Landsverk L-64 dosimeter set. Trhose readin~gs TFOr which the dosimeter was in
direct view of the source were taken with a 3,/8-knch bakelite sleeve around
!he dosimeter, as recommended by the ,ranuFacturar. The variation observed
fo,, tin individual dosimeter was cbout 2%, but the variation fromn dosimeter to
dositreter was about 10%.o The measurements were therefore considered accurate
to within ±10%).

Source strengths were determined by measuring the dose rates from 3 feet to
8 feel from ll~e source. For these meacsuremnents, the source and dosimeter wete
6-1/2 feet from the ground, so build-up wcs expected to be smnall. Dose rate to
sourc3 s~rength conversions were made, using the point ýource gamma~-ray dose-rate
C'rxltitrit 'P (r/hr from 1 milIlIicurie at 'I centimeter), given in Tabie IlB of Reference 7.
'T'ese are 12. 8 for CoO 3. 2 for Cs 137, and .33 for Au 19 8.

Gamnu.a-rvoy spectret of the ;Durces were measured with a collimated 3 A 3-inch
Nal(Tr~t) cryst'al cnd a multichannel analyzer. These spectra showed no extraneous
gn.amma ray-,. Source stren'gths calcvlate-d fromn the spectra agreed with those measured
by dosimeters to within :t10%o.

The Co60 and C9137 rreasuremerns for the 3-fool concrete duct were taken from
previous work, 8 At the fimn- of thcý work, the source strengths were 2.4 curies for
Co'60 arid 0. 77 curies for Csi 3 7 (erroneously reported as 0.63 curies). In the -neasure-
ments. of the 11 -inch ca)ncrote dJuct discuissed here, the source strengths were 2. 1 curies
for Co6O and 0-,78 cur~es for Cil'37.. The length of time required to perform the present
experiments necessitated hcivin!g two Au 198 sources. The first was 11. 0 curies, and
the second was 15. 5 curies. All readings taken with the two A198 sources were
normalized to their original strengths, tising a half-lI fe of' 2. 7 days.

During the measurements of the 1 1-inch steel duct, thr- source strengths were
2. 00 curiett for Co60 and 0. 77 curies for Cs 37.

All duct dosimeter measurements were taken with the source cind dosimeter on
the centerline of the duct. For the 3-4ootl duct, the source was rp*aced in a lucitý_ cup
and suspended fromr a thin metal stand. The dosimeters were hung from the ceiling of
the dioct with string and tapr.. Placemnent of the souirce 3nnd dosimeter w-)s accurate
to wit'%in r/i;ch. For the I )-inch duct, the source wcz placed in a 4*in wooden

cu io the,: end of a thin aluminum tube, and the tube was In.,erted into the duct.
L ocimafer,3 were held on a thin wood grid which could be accurately p:'-ced in the
du.-t. Ploceiteni- of scu-ace and dos' Meter in the 1 I1-inch duct was accurate to

W~thn, 1iO ;.:b
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Mec-sured dose rates, D, versuis ceitter~ine distance,. Ca, are listed in
Tables lII-IV for the 3-_foot concrete duct with Ll 6 feet,.* ihe 3-foot concrete

-~ mucs wiih L, = 7-1/2 feet, and the 1 I1-irich concrete duct with L) 45.4 inches.
Measured dosa rates for the I 1l-nch steel duct with L- 45. 4 i-nches are listed in
Table V. In theie tables, the dzose- rate-s are converied to Ocen'uation factors and
compared to cr~lculated att-enuat~orý factors.

As cani be seen fromn Tables ilNV, the athenuation fqctors 3how al monotonic
decreose with increasing energy for concrete. This is seen bettev in Figura '10,
which shows measured and calculated attenuaiion fzctom, ve~rsuis ene~gy for t-hree
given dujc+ geometries. However, in the H]-inch sfieel duct the experimentel atten-
ucstion factor; for the higher enargy (C06 0) are greater thqn 1-hose fo-.-the lower onergy
(Cr-137). This is a surpr~inhi res~ult that is 6elkrved to be a troe rapresentlation, as
the 10 to 40% difference between these attenuation factors is well O;itsidc the exper-
irnen~tal error.

From. Table V' it can be seen that the computer oregram., wh'-+ gove gcoo
results for concrete ducts (normally within :QP/ of experimental valke.), also qivPs
good results for steel ducts. The computer valuns of attenuation factors, however,
cire monotonically decreoting with increasing energy. This indicates that if the
oddity in the experimental results is real, it is due to some effect not considered in
the calculations.

The attenuation ceffectiveness of steel and toncrete ducts can be compared from
Tables IV and V. Dose rates are higher in the concrete duct by a factor of about
2. 1 for C-137 and about 1. 6 for Co6Q. Higher dose rates for concrete ducts would
be expected. This is because for iron thera would be- less 6ack~cottering, due to the
higher-photoce~ieric-effi~ct cross section of iron and less corner-lip pene-tration and
inscatter, due to the larger energy -absorption coefficient of iron.

FINDINGS

A computer program.1 for calculating gomma-ray dose-attenuation factors in
two-legged concrete ducts has generally q;van good agreement with experiment.
An exception was ihe exporimentoi results obtained with gamma rays from Au 198,2
which were in poor agreement with predictions from the computer code. The present
measvrements in concrete ducts using Au' 9 pi, Cs1371, and Co60 gamma-ray sources in
tk;e~e different duct con!"igurations show good agreemene-t between experiment and
theory' and no anomalous behavior for Au 198 .

* * L- is t-he di:ilmnce from ihe son-rce to the center of the corner.
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Measurements were also made in a steel duct using Cs1 37 and Co60 gamma-ray
M sources, and the computer program, using the backscattering and attenuation param-

eters for iron, was used to obtain calculated values of attenuation factors. Good
agreement between calculated and experimental values was obtained for the steel
duct. An oddity in the measurements in the steel duct, however, was that the
experimental attenuation factors for Cs13 7 are less than those for Co6 0 . This oddity
is unexplained and does not appear in the calculated attenuation factors.

In comparing the effectiveness of concrete and steel ducts in attenuating gamma
"radiation, it was found that dose rates in the second Ieg of a concrete duct were
higher than in a steel duct by a factor of 2. 1 for Cs 13 7 and a factor of 1.6 for Co6 0 .

'o
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